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Ob-Gyn Medical Billing Myth Buster 

 

There’s a popular saying which goes like this, ‘half knowledge is worse than no knowledge’ And yes this 
stands particularly true when a doctors’ practice is related to something as complex as Ob-Gyn. What’s 
more intriguing is the type of codes one has to put down and calculate the right amount to be charged.    

Ob-Gyn medicinal billing can be extremely confounding and some physicians will under code their 
restorative charging claims, as they dread an audit so they don't submit full claims. However, the fact is, 
such a practice will only make you lose money.  With a specific end goal to comprehend Ob-Gyn billing 
completely, you should first understand the myths related. If the in-house billing department is fall short 
or inefficient in completing the tedious job of documenting and coding precisely, than outsourcing Ob-
Gyn billing task to an offshore medical billing agency is the most viable option.   

As far as billing myths are concerned there are primarily 4 charging myths connected with Ob-Gyn practice 
that may be prolonging the reimbursement period. 

 1.       The main myth fares the start of the OB record. In the event that both the ob-gyn and the medical 
caretaker see the patient for initial blood work, you should not report an insignificant code for both 
occasions. In OB medical billing, you ought to report a 99211 for the underlying blood work. This is an 
established visit code. Any visits from that point should all be included in the overall fee. Many in-house 
hospital billers are of the perception that two lab visits are barred from the overall cost, however they are 
most certainly not.  

2.       The second restorative charging myth deals with the finding perfect code utilized when pregnancy is 
established. Numerous billers feel that 626.0 (Amenorrhea) ought to be accounted during 
the initial documentation. Truth, be told, this is mistaken. Amenorrhea is an infection and should 
be utilized when a menstrual cycle has been missing for six months or for three months with documented 
sporadic periods. Rather, in medical charging you must utilize the code 626.8 (Missed period) on your 
claims. This evidently expresses a missed period, however that no stress of illness or disease is imminent.  
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3.       The third myth deals with vast medical billing suspicion or assumption. Many physicians are of the view 
that if you charge V72.42 as a diagnosis code, the payers will accept that your practice began with the 
pregnancy record. Try not to assume anything! If your doctor started the OB care, make certain your 
documentation or other coding procedures bolster it. 

4.       The last and final OB medical billing and coding myth is that you have to incorporate a debilitated fetus 
removal/ abortion or premature delivery in the global care fee. The truth of the matter is a worldwide 
charge for maternity deals any consideration that is regular and standard. A threatened or missed abortion 
is not standard, so you may code independently for these administrations in Ob-gyn medical billing 
procedure. 

 To sum things up, if the practice comprehends these Ob-Gyn myths, your medical billing reimbursements 
will enhance and also the offshore billing agency will significantly lower the number of errors and AR days.  
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